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Like never before in the history of the world, mankind
is worrying about the future of the planet in general and the
future of nations in particular. What will happen in Africa? For
how long the US continue to lead the word? What will happen
to the Middle East? For how long the earth will sustain the
population growth? What could we do with global warming?
“... the vintage of history is forever repeating ~ same old vines,
same old wines!”
― E.A. Bucchianeri, Faust: My Soul Be Damned for the
World Vol. 2
Sciences is based on observation, the study of
experiment or history. Pattern recognition is of the key
propriety of intelligence. Economist create model based on
historical

data

to

predict

future

economics

events.

Meteorologist observe pattern in the weather, applied those
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patterns to current observation to forecast the weather. We do
have enough history to predict the future of the world. The
rebirth of Africa. The future of America.
In this book we looked at 6000 years of history and
discovered the pattern of the life cycle of nations from the
birth to the decline. We then applied this pattern to different
nations. It is amazing to see how they all fit into the pattern.
It is crucial to understand what is to come to be well
prepare to face it. The comprehension of the future of the
world give us knowledge to prepare accurately. From an
individual standpoint of for government. We all need to know
where the world is going. There are thing we can change and
some we can’t. For the thing we cannot change we must be
prepare to face it and to take advantage of it. Advanced
knowledge gives a man advantage over his peers. This is also
true for a nation.
For the first time, the history of the world and the
history of the Spirituality was place side by side. It is amazing
to see how the world is simply reflecting the spirituality
throughout the history. This is true for every nations in world.
The growth of a nation has always been a reflection of its
spirituality.
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Sub-Saharan Africa is now in the middle Ages. Like
Western Europe hundreds of years ago, Sub-Saharan Africa
was both colonized and evangelized before it entered this
current age. As this essay intends to show, God has dealt with
the people of both these regions according to the same master
plan. Colonization, evangelization and the middle Ages reflect
necessary elements of that plan, and the next step for Africa is
the same as it was for Europe. Therefore, African Christians
have every reason to expect as generous an outpouring of
God’s grace as that once bestowed upon the Europeans. If
Africa persists in its pursuit of God, the African Renaissance is
next. God is no respecter of persons.
Christianity in the United States is on the ebb;
Christianity in Europe is on the slide. The best hope that
gospel will reach every person of every nation by the end of
the age rests with a people who believe with all their hearts. It
rests with Africa, This comes with huge implication for the
future of Africa. What is it significance?
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